THE NEW GENERATION

Electronic Tape Dispenser
for gummed tape

The HADE VARIO 555eMA
has been totally redesigned from the inside
out, while maintaining the
integrity and reliability that
made the original 555 an
industry standard.
This brand new electronic
gummed tape dispenser
offers the operator 14
preset choices from 15145cm - with the push of a
button. Within the automatic mode up to 3 lenghts
can be saved and
dispensed in a row.
Additionally tape lengths
can be adjusted by special
function keys.
Large repeat key to
dispense last length.
Random length key to
allow tape to be dispensed
at any lenght.
As an option there is a foot
pedal for hands free
operation available.

Best suited for sealing permanently alternating box sizes...
... as well as serials of same box sizes.

The VARIO 555eMA can
also be equiped with the
HADE CODETAPER ®
printing device which
imprints tape with your
custom message or code as
the tape is dispensed. This
in-line process improves
productivity plus it
indentifies merchandise
and helps to discourage intransit pilferage.
Don`t leave your carton
sealing to chance. Go for
quality and state-of-the-art
technology!

Electronic
Tape Dispenser
The HADE VARIO 555eMA handles both reinforced and paper tapes.

for gummed tape

HOW THE VARIO 555eMA WORKS
The keypad contains 14 preset lengths allowing the operator to quickly choose
the required lenght - simply with the push of a button.
The moistened tape at its precise lenght now will be cut and dispensed.
For serial demands of same sized tapes there is a large repeat key.
The random lenght key allows the operator to call any needed lenghts.
Choosing the Automatic mode will make the machine automatically dispense
up to 3 lenghts in a row. Plus preset lenghts can be adjusted
using the special function keys "+", "-" and "x2".
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The new VARIO 555eMA is an universal Gummed Tape Dispenser for all
sealing applications.
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Color coded user-friendly keypad for ease of operation, improved "soft-touch"
tactile feel and durable performance.
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Stainless steel tape path and steel side frames for added strength and
longevity. Paper rolls up to 25cm (!) can be processed for fewer changeovers.
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Larger water bottle capacity, plus new no-spill cap design for fewer refills,
less downtime and no spills.
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Improved, adjustable top heater ensures superior tape adhesion and
performance. Plus, it`s thermostatically controlled and low voltage - for
safe long life operation and the use of an extensive variety of tapes.
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Superior, three (3) brush wetting system ensures proper activation and
wetting of tape adhesive.
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OPTIONS
Foot pedal
CODETAPER ® for imprinting tape as it is dispensed
AMD Automatic Measuring Device

Technical details
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220 V / 50Hz / fully electronic control system
Tape width:

40-80mm

Size

51 x 32 x 30cm

Max. roll size:

250mm

Shipping weight:

15kg brutto

Bottle capacity:

1l

Dispensing speed:

ca. 115cm/sec

No. of brushes:
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